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This chapter takes an intersectional feminist visual studies approach to female self- 
portraiture, situating the “selfie” within a larger art historical tradition of women 
engaging with technology, and circulating images of themselves to each other and the 
world. This consideration addresses itself to the intra-conversational ways in which 
women cleverly signal to each other, share everyday experience, convey the conditions 
of their lives, and counter prescribed gender roles within society. How are young 
women critically using “selfies” to make space for themselves, or crack open temporary 
new publics? How are they broadening the continuum of female self-representation 
while also contributing to an expanded notion of what may constitute a legitimate form 
of image production as demonstrative self-invention, personal branding, and creative 
performance? How can this be understood in the matrix of advanced capitalism and 
the constant struggle to negotiate one’s position in relation to the tendency of com-
modity to absorb and translate everything and everyone into its logics? 

In particular, this chapter explores the connection between strategies of female self- 
portraiture in contemporary art, and its connection to the image production of sev-
eral female bloggers, who integrate the unique affordances of computational media 
into their photographic self-imaging strategies. These include Rupi Kaur, Molly Soda, 
and Arvida Byström, who creatively mobilize the selfie in sometimes iconoclastic 
ways. Though their work exists in the matrix of social media platforms, these young 
women’s self-portraiture should be considered in relation to earlier artistic-based 
interventions, and contemporary artistic engagement with self-portraiture such as the 
work of Cindy Sherman, Nan Goldin, Laurel Nakadate and Nikki S. Lee. But more 
precisely, this chapter creates a continuity between this contemporary work and a 
much longer art historical tradition of women visualizing the interior lives of them-
selves and others by capturing the private and domestic—sometimes their most un-
flattering dimensions—and bringing them into public view. Through a consideration 
of the selfie as congruent with its artistic counterpart—even while it erodes clear 
boundaries between the so-called “high” and “low”— this work offers intellectual 
pathways for understanding the everyday performance of the self as seen within the 
domain of social media-based self-portrait. 

Selfies as Visual Texts 

The “selfie” or self-portrait, usually taken with a webcam or cell phone camera and 
circulated within social media platforms, has been studied overwhelmingly from a 
sociological perspective, as a phenomenon to be considered from the standpoint of 
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the corrosive effects of technology, user habits, or perhaps the narcissistic tendencies 
it purports so indulge. While the sociological or communications studies-based ap-
proach is useful in terms of quantitative analysis around the social function of image- 
sharing, the selfie’s relation to a continuum of artistic self-imaging practices also 
demands close attention to the images themselves. There have even been those who 
suggest that the best way to understand selfies is in fact not to look at the selfie as a 
representational image of but as a “socio-technical phenomenon” that speaks to 
larger matters of mediated digital communication.1 From a conventional media and 
communications studies perspective, this might make a certain sense. For example, 
Edgar Gómez Cruz and Helen Thornham have advocated for a meta-view of selfies as 
the proper approach, and specifically against a visual culture-oriented one: 

The first [trend] positions them within a long tradition of visual culture where the 
images are read as representations to be interpreted. Seen here, selfies seem to 
evidence “visual probes” of “depicted realities” (see, for example, Manovich’s 
project selfiecity), and they are claimed as evidence of an intentional author (a 
political convergence of object and subject, for example, or a “documenting of the 
self”) or seen as an objective window into cultures and communities, values, and 
ideologies (a neoliberal, narcissistic identity affirmation). We find this problematic, 
not least because it bleeds into a discourse of individualism but also because it 
centres and elevates both the visual image “itself” and the methods for analysing 
the image, which we argue undermines—if not negates—the wider practices, 
discourses, and ideologies that constitute the selfie phenomenon.2  

Theirs is a concerted effort to place the selfie phenomenon firmly in the realm of the 
chat, the SMS and socio-technical practices—while attempting to wrest it from a visual 
studies context. It connotes a territoriality around the selfie that is simply unnecessary. 
And, as evidenced in the quote earlier, they naturalize a relation between a concern for 
identity and a neoliberal form of narcissistic fixation that is in fact highly constructed—a 
point to which I will return. Visual texts are broadly understood within academia to be 
approachable from a wide variety of disciplines, with the value of such investigations 
often bearing intellectual fruit across the boundaries of methodology. Theirs is a false 
and unnecessary opposition. It is, however, impossible to ignore that which is at the very 
center of every single selfie ever taken: namely, a subject looking out at us as viewers, 
engaging us through self-representation. Looking closely into the nature of the in-
dividual expression does not, as Cruz and Thornham argue, necessitate that the study of 
wider practices of the selfie phenomenon be negated; it is simply not an either/or cir-
cumstance. This also denigrates the potency of what it means—particularly in the case 
of a socially defined minority—to be represented, and likewise to engage with that re-
presentation as both maker and consumer of those images. 

Interdisciplinary art theorist Derek Conrad Murray has proposed a connection 
between the photographic self-representation before and after the existence of the 
digital camera and social media. In particular, his work on feminist self- 
representation by female artists makes a strong argument for their work as more than 
mere content-creation for social media platforms. As he writes: 

Many young women in the blogosphere self-consciously characterize themselves 
as “intersectional feminists”: as women concerned with gender equality, but not 
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at the expense of other oppressions – namely racial, sexual, and class-based. The 
term “selfie” has complicated and reframed cultural understandings of photo-
graphic self-representation in such a way that it perverts and stigmatizes a gesture 
that is mobilized for a diversity of reasons.3  

Murray looks deeply and meticulously into the self-portraits made by the women 
artists in question, connecting them with earlier photographers but also recognizing 
the impact of blogging culture for creating social networks, even between those who 
may not be geographically close. Murray underscores the ways that these women 
build alliances through like-minded efforts, claiming a “representational agency that 
transcends the gender-specific slights and ideological trivializing of young women’s 
efforts to define themselves; to make themselves visible, in a cultural climate that 
continues to negate, ridicule, malign, and sexualize them.”4 Part of the importance of 
Murray’s research lies in according these young women the recognition they deserve 
as having made critical interventions, in a climate of overwhelming disdain for their 
legitimacy as authors. 

Journalism scholar Jessica Leigh Maddox similarly characterized selfies as tools by 
which “Others turn photography into acknowledgments of their lived experience.”5 

Building upon the work of Anne Burns, Terri Senft, Nancy Baym, and Katrin 
Tiidenberg she suggests: 

This acknowledgement, in turn, gives selfie-takers, and by extension Others, agency 
and control in their own image production because they are no longer relying on an 
extra person (or, outside photographer) to take the picture for them. This makes 
selfie-taking mature and deliberate, and deliberation is linked in particular to the 
defining aspect of the selfie—the removal of the outside photographer.6  

Importantly, she also points out that by removing the dynamics that would exist 
between the person taking the image and the object of the photograph, greater fidelity 
to the subject’s own sense of themselves is achieved. This is all to say that contrary to 
what Cruz and Thornham propose, the granularity of these images does matter, and 
it is through close analysis that something of worth can be gleaned–along with the 
more quantitative sociological analyses that also contain merit. Both micro- and the 
macro-approaches have value, offering varied insights. This is also not about psy-
chologizing the subject, so much as it is about understanding the selfie as a document 
of expressivity, made within a context, and with purpose. 

Formal Problems: Selfies as Poor Images 

In the title of this chapter, I self-consciously chose the word “snapshot” to reference a 
particular (and sometimes mistaken) sense around the selfie as a poor consumer 
image. I use this term in relation to an apt characterization made by R. Sarvas and 
D.M. Frohlich of how 

The word “snap” resonates with a simplicity of consumer cameras with which 
the operator of the camera needs only to point the camera and squeeze a single 
button: the image is captured in an instant with the sound of a shutter snapping.7  
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The snapshot, then, is ideologically loaded with the notion of the popular, of low- 
culture forms and the amateur. Certainly, part of the challenge involved is that the 
form of the selfie is often relegated to the notion of a “poor image” or in other words 
a kind of visual detritus of the social media era.8 In relation to another kind of image, 
such as those contained in spam mail (unsolicited junk email) or resaved denigrated 
images, Hito Steyerl writes: “Poor images are poor because they are not assigned any 
value within the class society of images—their status as illicit or degraded grants them 
exemption from its criteria. Their lack of resolution attests to their appropriation and 
displacement.”9 

Steyerl speaks primarily of the filmic image, and the dissemination of its lesser 
duplicates online, as imperfect cinema that provides access to the many – thus en-
tering into the popular realm.10 Poor images, as she explains, are intended to circulate 
fast. They are propelled into global networks, provoking debate, creating new pub-
lics, new translations and mistranslations as they potentially disperse across world-
wide audiences. 

The poor image is no longer about the real thing—the originary original. Instead, 
it is about its own real conditions of existence: about swarm circulation, digital 
dispersion, fractured and flexible temporalities. It is about defiance and appro-
priation just as it is about conformism and exploitation. In short: it is about 
reality.11  

Can the selfie not also be seen in similar ways—as a poor image that operates on the 
level of the popular, the debased, and dematerialized? Is it not also, as Steyerl says, 
“perfectly integrated into an information capitalism thriving on compressed attention 
spans, on impression rather than immersion, on intensity rather than contempla-
tion”?12 Is it no wonder, then, that most scholarly examiners of the “selfie” would 
treat it as a symptom of this information capitalism, and read the work in its various 
aggregations, rather than as the individual expressions of subjects who are making 
intentional choices about how they wish to present themselves in that digital dis-
persion? To be sure, the selfie is widely thought of as narcissistic, in bad taste, and as 
an image made to be re-presented, through re-blogging and other kinds of 
sharing—with the idea that it may give rise to a kind of contagion.13 Its value then lies 
not in its unique value as an artwork, located in a particular place and time but only 
in its ability to move across contexts, to travel, to catch on, and to speak to our 
reality. 

And it is true: most selfies cannot by any stretch of the imagination be thought of as 
“good” photographs by conventional standards of the medium—and in most cases 
the pursuit of great photography isn’t really the point. Particularly, as seen on plat-
forms like Instagram, photos are not even of a resolution that would render them of a 
quality akin to art photography, to be presented in galleries and museums. One thinks 
of Richard Prince’s New Portraits series (2014), in which the artist presented thirty- 
eight blown-up prints of other people’s Instagram photos, reproduced without per-
mission, on the walls of the illustrious Gagosian Gallery. The critic Peter Schjeldahl 
responded to this in his New Yorker review with belly-aching: “Possible cogent re-
sponses to the show include naughty delight and sincere abhorrence. My own was 
something like a wish to be dead—which, say what you want about it, is the surest 
defense against assaults of postmodernist attitude.”14 That said, in the digital 
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pixilation that is their materiality, these images do speak to a moment—both viewed 
in aggregation, as well as individually. Selfies are not merely problematic neoliberal 
narcissistic expressions of identity affirmation. These images refuse quality or pre-
ciousness, and proudly announce themselves as poor images, circulating swiftly, 
potentially globally, while still effectively pronouncing “I am here.” 

What, then, can be known from a selfie? In Tina M. Campt’s Image Matters, the 
author discusses photography in terms of its capacities as a document. Campt writes: 

…it is important to read photographs not only as records of choices but also as 
records of intentions. The question of why a photograph was made involves 
understanding the social, cultural, and historical relationships figured in the 
image, as well as a larger set of relationships outside and beyond the frame— 
relationships we might think of as the social life of the photo. The social life of 
the photo includes the intentions of both sitters and photographers as reflected in 
their decisions to take particular kinds of pictures. It also involves reflecting 
historically on what those images say about who these individuals aspired to be; 
how they wanted to be seen; what they sought to represent and articulate through 
them; and what they attempted or intended to project and portray.15  

Campt’s work makes substantive intervention into the vernacular images of the black 
European subject, namely, the domestic snapshots and portraits of Afro-Germans and 
West Indian immigrants involved in processes of self-fashioning through their image- 
making practices and self-stylings. However, the insight into the ways of seeing 
historical domestic imagery holds equal import for the selfie, which may also be un-
derstood within these terms. This chapter proceeds from the notion that a selfie is a 
record of choices, as well as intentions. Even in considerations of selfies tied to the 
commodity form and the behavior of consumers, it is important to remember, as 
Mehita Iqani and Jonathan E. Schroeder assert, that the selfie “communicates some 
kind of message about the self”; they are at root expressive forms made by individual 
subjects, and this cannot get lost in their study.16 They are, as they argue, both com-
modity objects, and also forms of authentic self-expression.17 This is an important 
acknowledgement, and one that requires much more attention, particularly from visual 
studies scholars. What I see when I look at selfies, are images that document women 
making choices, and images that have been made with intention. However, as they 
enter into the matrix of images and circulate, they become enmeshed in the goings on of 
a visual culture of consumerism, gendered ideologies of technology, and the politics of 
representation. Thus, their possible meanings enter into a circuit of exchange that may 
outstrip their original intention. They also potentially give attention and build com-
munity around issues not attended to within dominant discourse. 

Sherman, Self-Making, Performativity 

Cindy Sherman (b. 1954, American) is likely the most well-known and inter-
nationally celebrated exemplar of the turn toward self-imaging in photography as a 
play between self-making and performativity.18 In her series of early works, Untitled 
Film Stills (1977–1980) comprised of black and white photographs, Sherman de-
cidedly embraces the inauthentic, role-playing an array of movie types: desperate 
women, the broken-hearted, floozies, working girls, and other varieties of female 
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characters typically imaged in films from the 1950s and 1960s. These are small works 
no larger than 8” × 10”, inviting the viewer in for an intimate look, but a view onto a 
scene that is not self-portraiture in the sense of revealing the authentic artist herself. 
Instead, we are met with highly performed versions of women, often placed in sce-
narios in which they are alone, and caught in internal turmoil. 

In one image, Untitled Film Still # 30 (1979), a subject with a bruised face and 
tousled dark hair looks just to the left of the frame, the close-up revealing wetness 
around her longing eyes, and a troubled gaze (Figure 6.1). In another, Untitled Film 
Still #84 (1978), a woman with a severe brown bob, a trench coat and knee-high 
boots is captured in a small kitchen setting (Figure 6.2). She seems to speak with 
someone off-camera, while reaching down toward a paper bag of groceries that have 
torn open and tumbled to the floor. There are women strewn across beds, caught in 
private moments of smoking or inspecting themselves in the mirror, posing, sleeping, 
gardening, crying, dwarfed by city architecture, seemingly incognito, on a highway 
alone, or captured mid-contemplation. 

Untitled Film Still # 56 (1980) is a close-up of Sherman as a young woman, her 
blonde hair trained back (Figure 6.3). Her face comes close to a mirror, so close her 
nose almost touches. She looks deeply into her own reflection. Though we see her 
from behind, the mirror offers a three-quarters view of her expressionless look, which 
is partially obscured by the light. Through their mise-en-scène, such images suggest a 

Figure 6.1 Cindy Sherman, Untitled Film Still #30, 1979, Gelatin silver print 8 × 10 inches. 
Courtesy of the artist and Metro Pictures, New York.  
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larger drama, a narrative of which we can only see one loaded glimpse. However, it is 
important to remember, as curator Eva Respini has put it, “Cindy Sherman’s pho-
tographs are not self-portraits.”19 Rather, these are constructions, re-presented 
within the context of art to hold such phantasms of womanhood—the images and 
performances that arise up around them—up to scrutiny. 

Less discussed in the context of the selfie, but equally significant, is Sherman’s color 
series Rear Screen Projections (1980) which does a similar kind of cinematic narrative 
work, but through a series of female filmic types captured against obviously projected 
backgrounds. Photographed mostly as medium shots or extreme closeups, these 
works heighten the artificiality with their dramatic and unnatural colors, blurred 
cinematic backdrops, and inaccessible female protagonists. They are clearly types or 
tropes: a woman on a park bench, another in a bar, an older woman in the city, an 
ingénue presented against a vaguely desert-like backdrop. These have an even more 
amplified sense of artifice, and a more distilled sense of Laura Mulvey’s sense of to- 
be-looked-at-ness that identified a paradigmatic filmic dynamic of a presumed male 
viewer who looks, and the female as passively viewed.20 In one especially iconic 
example, Sherman is captured in a medium shot, holding a bicycle by the handlebars. 
She has cropped blonde hair and a camel-colored coat with its lapel popped up. 

Figure 6.2 Cindy Sherman, Untitled Film Still #84, 1978, Gelatin silver print 8 × 10 inches. 
Courtesy of the artist and Metro Pictures, New York.  
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She faces right but cuts her eyes pensively to the left. The projected street scene behind 
her has a blue cast, and vignetting around the edges. It is incongruous with the rather 
sharp side illumination of the figure, which heightens the overall artificial look. 
Again, this is a mysterious character as captured from a film of unknown origin. 
These portend a major trend in selfies; namely, the use of photoshopped background 
locations, either to hoodwink or merely amuse observers. Douglas Crimp described 
Sherman’s work as using 

art not to reveal the artist’s true self but to show the self as an imaginary 
construct. Here there is no real Cindy Sherman in these photographs; there are 
only the guises she assumes…The purpose of authorship is dispensed with no 
only through the mechanical means of making the image but also through the 
effacement of any continuous, essential persona or even recognizable visage in the 
scenes.21  

Selfie-takers often similarly reject the notion of an essential or consistent persona, 
cycling freely between them, or iterating and evolving as needed. 

Viewing Sherman’s two photographic series, they seem self-consciously slightly 
trashy or kitschy, while eloquently speaking to media-based fabrications of wo-
manhood through their seriality and highly constructed nature. Embracing the 
popular and mass culture, Sherman made use of an earlier kind of “poor image” to 
connect with viewers and capitalize upon an existing rich visual literacy learned from 

Figure 6.3 Cindy Sherman, Untitled Film Still #56, 1980, Gelatin silver print 8 × 10 inches. 
Courtesy of the artist and Metro Pictures, New York.  
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movies. These works often appear to be low-culture promotional snapshots but are in 
fact highly premeditated. Of course, this points to the truth that snapshots are 
themselves equally intentional formations—not to mention the profoundly con-
structed nature of femininity, which the artist so harshly reveals. 

Interestingly enough, Sherman was slow to join Instagram, but eventually started 
an account in October 2016; she made it public in 2017 and quickly garnered 
hundreds of thousands of followers.22 Her account is a combination of snapshots 
from her daily life, and hideous caricatures that combine costuming, digital manip-
ulation, and selfie-retouching apps like Facetune.23 Sherman frames selfies on social 
media largely as tied to attempts to construct one’s self as attractive in a conventional 
sense or to in other ways conform to social expectations: “The thing I hate most 
about selfies” she says, “is the way most people are just trying to look a certain way; 
often they look almost exactly the same in every pose, and it’s a pose that is aiming to 
be most flattering.”24 And there is a lot of this online, to be sure. The janky selfies 
with distorted faces and clownish makeup give evidence of this position, particularly 
in their abject dimensions (Figure 6.4). Parul Sehgal has written of these latest online 
works as a departure from the previous photographs, and potentially more of a 
meditation on rebelliousness around aging. But these works seem to my eye entirely 
continuous with Sherman’s previous work—simply manipulation by another means. 
It is important to underscore that Sherman certainly does not consider her own 
photographs to be self-imaging at all. Instead, she uses herself more or less as a prop 

Figure 6.4 Cindy Sherman, @cindysherman,  https://www.instagram.com/cindysherman/? 
hl=en, October November 2019, accessed April 1, 2020.  
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within her creative practice. In fact, she finds selfies “so vulgar” and would likely 
bristle at the idea that her photographs are in conversation with—or worse, in-
spiration for— the kinds of self-making proliferating on social media.25 Nevertheless, 
her name is synonymous with an aspect of critique with which a young feminist 
generation of selfie-takers is engaged: namely, a critique of femininity as thoroughly 
performed and constructed, and naturalized through representation. 

The Gendering of Technology and Its Role in the Public Imaginary of 
the Selfie 

Parallel to this consideration of female (digital) photographic self-representation is an 
overarching social attitude regarding women engaging with advanced technology. It is 
important to recognize the manufacturing of gendered conceptions of technology, and 
how this has profoundly impacted the reception to digitally produced self-portraits. 
Certainly, the gendering of advanced technology is neither new nor natural. Historians 
of technology have made interventions into the persisting mainstream understanding of 
men as the drivers of technological innovation.26 Ruth Oldenziel’s Making Technology 
Masculine: Men, Women and Modern Machines in America, 1870–1945, for example, 
painstakingly details the ways in which the field of engineering constructed and per-
petuated notions of technology that were masculinist, and how women pushed back on 
those narratives. As Oldenziel writes, “the links between technological change and 
gender relations developed neither in isolation nor independently.”27 Arguing that the 
idea of men as the masters of the domain called “technology” was shored up by higher 
education practices of excluding women from key forms of training that would qualify 
them for leadership positions in engineering, a male sociality within the field, ideolo-
gical biases, and a gendering of innovations associated with the domestic as “useful 
arts” rather than technology. In fact, the very term “technology” which was coined in 
1829 by a Harvard professor,28 as Oldenziel unveils, has been shaped into an explicitly 
male construct through within the technical training and corporate realms, through 
government propaganda, the exclusion from memberships in the professional sphere, 
and in potent cultural narratives propagated in literature and world fairs. In these 
ways, despite their persisting presence at the center of engineering and inventiveness 
from the beginning, women became socially defined as “bystanders to the technological 
enterprise.”29 This research is incredibly insightful in revealing some of the ideological 
meta-structures upon which the use of photographic and computational technologies 
such as those in social media platforms sit. This starkly illustrates how identification of 
one as “consumer” rather than “author” of such tools has consequences, and that the 
increasing centrality of those technologies for societies who identified computational 
technology as a tool for power and advancement. 

The sense that modern computing, specifically, was initially a menial undertaking 
suitable for women has held an interesting place in history. Mar Hicks has written of 
the critical role of gender in the development of the British electronic computing 
industry, and how gender bias ultimately played a devastating cost for its business.30 

They describe a connection between gender, technology, and power that marked the 
failure of Britain to exploit the skilled assets to be found in their female programmers: 

In the early days of electronic computing, however, the work was strongly 
associated with women. It was feminized because it was seen as deskilled and 
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unimportant. This quickly began to change as computers became indispensable in 
all areas of government and industry. Once it became clear that those who knew 
how to use them would have great power and influence, female programmers lost 
out despite having all the requisite skills.31  

This is consistent with Oldenziel’s characterization of the United States in terms of the 
concentration interests in technology around the male subject, in education, industry 
and culture. However, Hicks makes more direct assessments about how this neglect 
and sidelining of women in the industry played a direct and profound role in Britain’s 
waning dominance in computational technology. 

As a technological form, photography has similarly been enmeshed with gender 
issues, particularly in relation to the construction of women as consumers of pho-
tographic products. In her research on the radical restructuring of the paradigm of 
vernacular photography from a conventional photographic model to a digital-social- 
media model, Marita Sturken illustrates several key factors that shed light on this 
turn.32 Sturken correlates the “intersection of these business histories (Kodak, 
Polaroid, Facebook), the family and personal photograph, and the selling of a par-
ticular set of personal and family photographic practices.”33 Particularly, with the 
coming of less costly and more portable photographic devices, women, domestic life 
and the capture of family moments became the target of companies such as Kodak, 
which ushered in snapshot photographic culture and the proliferation of family 
photos. Sturken assesses: “Kodak helped to define the key role of amateur photo-
graphy as domestic photography with its concepts of ‘Kodak moments’ — birthdays, 
childhood gatherings, family gatherings and rituals that could form the platform of 
nostalgia.”34 Further, in the 1950s, this form of domestic snapshot became even more 
monetized and popularized through photography magazines which, in the view of 
Susan Murray and others, encouraged amateurs to sell their images to advertisers.35 

Likewise, Polaroid, with its instant, darkroom-free products that, according to 
Sturken, prefigure the instantaneity of the digital image, were tied by its targeted 
marketing to “parties, celebrations, youthful gatherings, and collective viewing” as 
well as intimacy and the imaging of sex.36 This becomes immediately significant when 
considering the way that instant images are deeply connected to the intimate, the 
domestic, the youthful, the spontaneous—and thus give rise to the potentialities of 
female photographic self-imaging. And, it is worth mentioning here that in these early 
attempts particularly by Kodak to codify everyday photography as the preservation 
of family memory, women were directly targeted in advertising as the ideal archivist 
historians of the household.37 

Of course, the key differentiation of the self-imaging possibilities of the Polaroid, 
versus the digital image, rests in the potentially global circulation of that image 
through social media. Photo sharing made possible by the combination of social 
media, camera phones and platforms like Facebook, Flickr, Tumblr, Instagram have 
given rise to potentially vast accumulations of imagery and—perhaps more 
importantly—the drastically expanded capacity for anyone with a smartphone and 
social media access to circulate their own likeness. And, with the utilizing of metrics 
of “likes” and “followers,” these sites (particularly Instagram in relation to the selfie) 
create value around the popularity of particular personas, encouraging a culture of 
updates and online community-building around shared interests. In discussing this, 
Susan Murray has argued that the onset of social media photo sharing sites like Flickr 
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has leveled certain binaries between professional and amateur photographer and 
changed our relations to the very notion of a photograph and its object. She writes 

the everyday communal aesthetic that has been constructed is one that privileged 
the small, the mundane, the urban, and/or the industrial. While digital photo-
graph has not revolutionize photography or led to a loss of the authenticity of an 
image as predicted early on, it has significantly altered our relationship to the 
practice of photography (when coupled with social networking software), as well 
as to our expectations for and interactions with the image and an everyday 
aesthetic.38  

It is not my goal to impose a narrative onto these female photographers as necessarily 
operating in full awareness of the gendered technological history I have outlined. 
However, it is clear that the predominant online culture of selfies associated with 
women and other socially defined minorities signals a desire to create room for 
themselves in the form of visual representation. This speaks to a politics of re-
presentation in which the subject advocates for their own interests, seizing re-
presentation, as opposed to demanding it from a larger media entity who possesses 
the means of production. “Today,” as Jonas Larsen and Mette Sandbye have written 
on the advent of digital photography and social media, “the private snapshot has 
indeed left its hidden home shelter. Now, personal narratives, represented by private 
snaps, are omnipresent and widely accessible by the general public.”39 The pro-
fundity of such a paradigm shift cannot be overstated. However, this history bears 
down on the very use of photographic technologies by women, as well as the use of 
social media platforms to circulate their images. And, the intensity of the constructed 
ideological prohibition is broached again and again by the taking up of these forms 
by women, and the broad reach of their images. 

Photographic Performative Self-Representation: Lee and Nakadate 

Feminist art historian Amelia Jones’ significant work on the artistic self-portrait in 
light of modern technologies of representation, from the analogue photograph to 
digital media and performance, presciently unveils a core tension within these images: 
the reliance on their ability to deliver the subject up wholly through the visible, while 
in actuality re-inscribing the reality that such apparent fidelity can never be com-
plete.40 In her Self/Image: Technology, Representation and the Contemporary 
Subject, Jones writes: 

Because the photographic portrait documents the embodied trace of the self (with 
the mind made visible only through its body-sign), it highlights both the 
inextricability of body and mind and the fact that we often access the self via 
its visible—corporeal—form, a form we want to serve as guarantor of the body. 
The photographic portrait seems to reaffirm the body’s never-ending “thereness,” 
its refusal to disappear, its infinite capacity to render up the self in some 
incontrovertibly “real” way.41  

Jones wishes to throw into question the presumption that a self-portrait made with a 
technology of visual representation necessarily renders the subject imaged knowable 
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or can in any sense to be thought of as effectively capturing them. And yet, she 
admits, “We don’t know how to exist any more [sic] without imaging ourselves as a 
picture.”42 Some aspects of ourselves escape signification in the process of image 
capture—the reality of which, as Jones points out, signals deeply anxiety-producing 
ambivalences for the rational mind around what can be known. In the re-presentation 
of the self, we can never know the self, “in itself” but only its image. I highlight this 
because it points to a core distinction to be kept in mind when looking at selfies: they 
are self-representations, yes. But it should not be forgotten that they are never the self, 
“in itself” but a re-presentation that cannot be assumed to provide unfettered access 
to the person imaged. That is why Campt’s work is so useful in its delineation: the 
image is understood in advance, according to her work, to be a document of choices 
and intentions. 

Artist Nikki S. Lee’s (b. 1970, South Korea) performative self-reinvention follows in 
the footsteps of Cindy Sherman’s work, while contributing a suite of significant series 
that bear much closer resemblance to practices associated with the kinds of vernacular 
self-representation popularized through the selfie phenomenon. Trained in photo-
graphy in Korea, at Chung-Ang College of the Arts, University of Korea, then later at 
the Fashion Institute of Technology and NYU, Lee has earned international recogni-
tion. Her practice follows in the tradition of a substantive artistic precedence of female 
artists engaging with performance and photographic self-documentation such as Ana 
Mendieta, Carolee Schneemann, Hannah Wilke, Francesca Woodman and Nan 
Goldin, among many others. For the sake of this consideration, particularly of interest 
is Lee’s Projects series (1997–2001) in which the artist embedded herself in different 
subcultural American communities, adopting their manners and mode of dress, as well 
as building trust with each group over a duration. Then, Lee would provide a common 
point-and-shoot camera to her friends, or to a passerby, which they’d use to provide 
date-stamped snapshots. The series included projects on punks, tourists, young 
Japanese East Villagers in New York, lesbians, Hispanics, yuppies, swing dancers, 
seniors, Ohio trailer-park locals, exotic dancers, hip-hop enthusiasts and schoolgirls. It 
is clear when looking at each of these series that the artist is a conceptualist who uses 
photography as documentation. The works speak to the fluidity of identity and the 
artist’s ability to assimilate into each group, gaining trust and manifesting those various 
personas as an extension of herself.43 Especially key to this is Lee’s use of the consumer 
camera, which flouts the notion of herself as an artistic photographer, instead focusing 
on the process: a delicate negotiation of acceptance into these groups. Interestingly, the 
artist shares her intentions with each of the groups, but this seems to have little con-
sequence on her ability to wriggle her way into their lives.44 

Russell Ferguson describes this process not as one of chameleon-like transforma-
tion, but an earnest negotiation of her own identity in flux, as she comes into contact 
with others. “Lee is on one level never playing a role at all,” he suggests. 

Her activities could be seen simply as a self-conscious process of making friends, 
learning to fit in with people she likes, reflecting their style. The ultimate 
implication is that she might just stay in one of these groups, with one the 
personae she has created.45  

The most nihilistic possible reading of these images is that there is no “there” there – 
that there is no “real” Nikki Lee, only a series of constructions among which the artist 
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moves in a cynical and opportunistic manner. But this feels too harsh an interpretation, 
as there is more than mere tourism happening in these projects. What emerges is an 
exploration of getting to the place where realness manifests itself in the most banal 
forms of image capture: groups of friends facing the lens, posed, perhaps smiling, but 
never fully unaware of the camera. These are groups imaging themselves intentionally 
making choices about how they want to be seen and how they wish to remember the 
moment. The meaning of the work resides in its aggregation, with the strength of the 
work emerging from the connectedness between, for example, The Seniors Project 
(1999) and The Hip Hop Project (2001). In the former project, Lee presents herself as a 
senior citizen, with prosthetic makeup, a wig, orthopedic shoes, loose stockings, glasses 
and lavender overcoat. In one group photo, she leans toward two elderly women on an 
urban city street corner (Figure 6.5). One of them stares through her glasses sternly at 
the camera; the other holds a busily-patterned umbrella in hand, squinting into the 
camera and smiling. They are huddled together, one grasping the other by the arm, 
suggesting camaraderie. In the latter project, the artist envelops herself in a subculture 
of young women affecting the bravado and poses associated with global hip-hop cul-
ture, in Lee’s case even darkening her skin. The iconic image of this series features the 
artist and another woman with the East Coast hip hop group Mobb Deep (Figure 6.6). 
The amateur-looking image resembles a fan photo or spontaneous party snapshot. In it, 
Lee performs a seductive pose, while snuggled between up between the knees of rapper 
Prodigy, who gestures toward the camera. Her friend, another party girl, pops her 
shades down and offers her best smolder look.46 

Figure 6.5 Nikki S. Lee, The Seniors Project (26), 1999, C-print © Nikki S. Lee, courtesy of 
Sikkema Jenkins & Co., New York.  
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Together, the projects begin to build a conversation around the construction and 
performance of self. At face value, each of Lee’s project contains banal snapshots, 
completely unremarkable in their form. But their meaning snaps into focus when one 
realizes that the same woman—however transformed—is present in every single 
image. The bleach-blonde woman leaning out of a mobile home doorway in a pink 
top, cutoff jeans, and flip-flops is one iteration. The ratty-haired skate girl in oversized 
street clothes sits on a street corner in the city, watching her friend perform a trick, is 
another. A seemingly young girl poses in the aisle of a Korean church, her school 
uniform slightly disheveled. The heavily made-up stripper slouching in her chair with 
her platform heels kicked up, her hair tumbling down over her exposed breasts, 
smoking a cigarette, is yet another. It’s all fake, and it’s all real. 

Lee’s images, while not strictly “selfies,” are extremely significant artistic cor-
ollaries to the dynamics of self-performance that is rampant on social media. All of 
the complex engagements with identity and presence exist in these works, as well 
as the postmodern (perhaps post-identity) bent toward the collaging of imagery in 
order to build toward a vision that becomes greater than any individual image. Her 
series also speaks to the construction of one’s self when facing the prospect of be-
coming American. This is consistent with the kinds of intense considerations of 
identity formation and presence that have since been taken up by young women, 
particularly women of color and other socially defined minorities who have created 
space for themselves using social media. In many ways, Lee’s Projects series presages 

Figure 6.6 Nikki S. Lee, The Hip Hop Project (1), 2000, C-print © Nikki S. Lee, courtesy of 
Sikkema Jenkins & Co., New York.  
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social-media-based strategies for personal branding, self-invention, and the complex 
negotiation of choice and intention. 

Laurel Nakadate (b. 1975, American) is another artist whose work becomes ex-
tremely important in this regard. In particular, her 365 Days: A Catalogue of Tears 
(2010–2011) consists of an endurance performance of crying each day for one year, 
cataloging her sorrow in photographic form. First presented at MoMA PS1 in 2011, 
the works seem to bridge conversations between public and private disclosure, the 
persistent disclosure encouraged by social media, and the pressure to present a happy, 
well-adjusted and coherent self to the Internet. Imaging herself while crying in transit, 
in bathrooms, in her childhood room, her New York apartment, and all over the 
world. The very plan to weep daily for a year suggests performance and pre-
meditation; it flouts the notion of weeping as a spontaneous emotional response. The 
images within the series vary stylistically, some seeming like snapshots, other more 
premeditated or self-consciously aesthetically considered. There’s a lot of journeying 
documented in these images, and one cannot help but think of the corporeal miseries 
and mental stresses of travel. 

However, I would add that while the selfie’s interpretation might be limited by the 
choices made by the subject, its meaning should not be limited to the intention of the 
maker—though intention may play its part in interpretation. Once the selfie enters 
into the circuit of culture, its meanings move beyond pure maker intention. And, with 
the potential global circulation of social-media-based selfies that circuit of culture 
may be quite sweeping. That is to say, merely psychologizing the individual presented 
within the selfie is certainly not my aim and is, in my view, not an approach that 
would reap the most benefit from a visual studies perspective. Rather, understanding 
those representations in context can open up critical possibilities for how such images 
may signify, while always understanding, as Jones ultimately asserts, “that re-
presentation can only deliver what we think we (want to) now about the other, which 
is never real but always (somewhere) Real in its ‘indefatigable expression.’”47 

Nakadate’s work, for example, enters into a cultural mediascape of oversharing in 
social media—a point that was satirically taken up by the Webcamtears Tumblr 
collaboration project that collated webcam videos of girls crying for an online au-
dience.48 Critics have noted the connection between Nakadate and some of the odd 
expressive eventualities of social media, Rick Moody noting: 

This is the story on the Web, in millions upon millions of blogs, and Facebook 
pages, and online sites advocating activities both wholesome and dangerous. The 
bulk of these online photographs of strangers, these accounts of self, are bad, are 
awkward, dimly lit, haphazard, consumer-grade, hopeless, and Nakadate plays 
with and against this constructed femininity; she includes the bad photos of 
herself, the ones where her eyes are nearly swollen shut, where the running 
makeup does not look like what you might find in the fashion photos of the ‘90s; 
there are running noses, inflammations, unsightly grimaces, things out of focus.49  

These qualities of the awkward, the bad, the poorly lit, the consumer grade and the 
unflattering are all significations of the “real” for the very reason that they have not 
been edited out. These elements become components of another kind of intentionality 
that is an unavoidable hazard in the dynamics of social validation that have arisen in 
online culture. Nakadate’s self-portraits – which often veer into selfie territory— are 
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indeed exactly as Moody describes, but also about representational agency. These 
photographs documenting the performance of weeping also function to create room 
for and normalcy around the common lived experience of crying. They are a space- 
clearing gesture. For example, in one image from her 365 Days series, February 9, 
2010, the sobbing artist takes a mirror selfie in an oval mirror (Figure 6.7). Her long 
hair partially obscures her face, and her red shirt stands out against the cool grey 
bathroom walls and fittings. She seems to be in transit, perhaps aboard an airplane or 
train. Her image from December 19, 2010 features the artist in the dark, a vertical 
shaft of light illuminating the center of her face out of the blackness. Shot in ultra- 
close-up, the image reveals Nakadate with furrowed brow and parted lips, her wet 
eyes glinting (Figure 6.8). 

Lee and Nakadate’s works tread into the arena of the snapshot, which, by virtue of 
its lowly status, confounds conventional art historical value systems. Geoffrey 
Batchen has bluntly articulated the interpretive problem underlying the study of the 
snapshot for art history: namely, that the sheer ubiquity, often generic, and mundane 
nature of most domestic snapshots present challenges for art historical models of 
assessment.50 “[M]ost snapshots,” the art historian writes, 

Figure 6.7 Laurel Nakadate, February 9, 2010 from the series 365 Days: A Catalogue of 
Tears, 2011 © Laurel Nakadate, Courtesy Leslie Tonkonow Artworks + Projects, 
New York.  
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are cloyingly sentimental in content and repetitively uncreative as pictures, 
having little value in the marketplace of either ideas or commodities. For all these 
reasons, they don’t easily fit into a historical narrative still anxiously, insecurely, 
focused on originality, innovation, and individualism.51  

As he well identifies, qualities like the photograph’s reproducibility, questions of 
authorship and origin, as well as the connections between photography, mass pro-
duction, and consumerism, all complicate art historical notions of quality, originality, 
and provenance. And, of course, there is the thorny issue of conformity in which 
masses of snapshots repeat, rather than innovate on poses and representations, pre-
senting what he calls a need to “deal with this visual and political economy of ‘same 
but different’.”52 The provisional answer to this methodological quagmire is Visual 
Culture, which he accords as having the flexibility to address vernacular photo-
graphy, and to open up new prospects. The “same” elements, that is to say the 
tendency toward performing certain poses to conform to particular social expecta-
tions, indicate, for Batchen, how snapshots “work to reconcile personal and mass 
identity.”53 

Batchen ultimately advocates that art historians of the snapshot mobilize an 
“analytical oscillation” as he calls it, 

Figure 6.8 Laurel Nakadate, December 19, 2010 from the series 365 Days: A Catalogue of 
Tears, 2011, © Laurel Nakadate, Courtesy Leslie Tonkonow Artworks + Projects, 
New York.  
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a back and forth between whatever orphaned examples of snapshot culture we 
encounter in the world and our own prized photographic reliquaries, between 
cliche ́ and sublimity, sameness and difference, truth and fiction, public and 
private, infinity and zero, without letting either term ever rest on its laurels.54  

This is an admirable ideal, but easier said than done—especially given the over-
whelming ideological bent of the selfie as a kind of gendered snapshot. 

The problem of selfies for art history emerged in the conceptualization of a 
2017–2018 exhibition, This is Not a Selfie: Photographic Self-Portraits from the 
Audrey and Sydney Irmas Collection.55 Exhibited at the San Jose Museum of Art and 
the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, the project was strongly oriented toward 
work that would be strongly understood from an art historical perspective as artistic 
self-portraiture. The exhibition contained notable photographs by artists like 
Berenice Abbott, Diane Arbus, Lisa Anne Auerbach, Herbert Bayer, Anne Collier, 
Hans Bellmer, Cindy Sherman, Gillian Wearing, Nan Goldin, Douglas Gordon, Lyle 
Ashton Harris, Catherine Opie, Lorna Simpson, Jennifer Moon, and Yasumasa 
Morimura, among many others. Surely, as a collection of artist self-portraits, it was 
impressive in its array of works that invited an insightful look into the self- 
representational strategies of artists dealing, in many cases, with pressing concerns of 
their time. 

The exhibition’s conceptual framing fell into trap of creating an unnecessary and 
false binary between the vernacular selfie snap and the self-portrait with artistic as-
pirations. Deborah Irmas, in her curatorial statement for the exhibition, suggested a 
clear differentiation exists between the selfie and the artistic self-portrait. She wrote: 

Even if the selfie can be considered a vernacular subset of the self-portrait genre, 
self-portraiture, especially in the hands of artists, is often a vastly different 
enterprise. An artist’s self-portrait can reveal ideas inherent in her (or his) 
ongoing or future practice…In many cases, a self-portrait can also be a pertinent 
autobiographical assertion about the artist—who she is as a human being.56  

Irmas reinforced this position in an interview: 

From the beginning of the practice until today, artists have used their bodies to 
comment on personal concerns, political ideas, or creative expression. Catherine 
Opie has said she makes a self-portrait when she wants to say something bold; 
any one of the other artists in the collection could easily have made the same 
assertion. This is the fundamental difference between these works and most of the 
selfies on your cell phone or your Instagram feed.57  

In fact, selfies often contain the exact elements identified in Irmas’ version of a self- 
portrait: the use of bodies to address personal concerns, political ideas, to make 
creative expression, say something bold, or reveal something about who the subject is 
as a human being. Further, the only differences might be in the conversation in which 
the “selfie” participates, and the literal context of its circulation. In fact, there are 
many selfie-takers whose knowing mobilization of the self is highly premeditated and 
curated. Their selfie-taking is less about an authentic disclosure of the self, as a 
performance of a specific politics or positionalities, for many reasons that might 
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include complex engagements with the construction of self, the visualizing of under- 
or completely un-represented personhoods, and an expansion of what can be un-
derstood as normative. Again, these, too, are subjects making choices and displaying 
intentionality. The meaning and significance of these “selfie” works would only re-
double across time, when the once-mundane, everyday aspects captured become 
idiosyncratic to a past moment. 

Negotiating the Commercial 

According to Batchen’s work, then, the selfie taker who circulates their images in social 
media networks enters into the fray to reconcile “personal and mass identity” by par-
ticipating in a push and pull between individuating and conforming, between asserting 
themselves as knowing subjects and offering themselves up as objects to be consumed. 
Media scholar Lisa Nakamura has described this polemic in another way, in terms of 
the object of interactivity – that online personalities present themselves in dual roles of 
“the star and the knowing object of the interactive gaze.”58 The phenomenon of selfie- 
taking operates in the wake of that push and pull between subject and object, such as 
Nakamura describes. This is tied up in the commercial—both the embrace of and 
struggle with the capacity for capitalism to absorb just about anything into its aims. 

Creative responses to this pressure vary greatly. Photographer and model Petra 
Collins walks the line between commercial fashion photography and art. Operating 
seemingly in awareness of the Lolita-like sexualization young girls in mass culture, 
Collins plays within those aesthetic languages of pink, lip gloss, stickers, soft light, 
flowers, glitter, and other iconic signifiers of girlhood.59 The influence of that con-
versation between young women negotiating the popularized girlish aesthetic is felt in 
the work of innumerable selfie-takers online. Rupi Kaur, an Indian-born Canadian 
writer and poet, has presented herself on her four million follower Instagram page as 
a creative from the beginning, staggering her posts between illustration, poetry, 
portraits, and family photographs.60 While her curated images were initially more 
raw, concerned with presenting herself as an artist and addressing matters of self- 
acceptance and the expanded field of beauty, her self-imaging has become ever more 
commercial and mainstream. For example, in one image that was banned and re-
posted several times, Kaur images herself in a tank top and leggings, stretched out on 
a bed. She is turned away from the camera, and a small menstrual stain is visible 
between her legs and on the white sheet below (Figure 6.9). Kaur indicates in an 
accompanying comment that she presents the image in protest of the Instagram 
community guidelines prohibiting such imagery, as a phobic response to a woman’s 
body.61 In another post from December 1, 2015, Kaur presents a black and white 
close-up of a curvy hip with brown skin striated by a network of stretch marks that 
would conventionally thought of as blemishes, as flaws to be concealed. In a third 
image from a June 26, 2015 post, Kaur images herself wearing shorts with unshaven 
legs. These three examples, in particular, are very much in conversation with an 
ongoing young feminist discourse taking place on social media. Between 2013 and the 
present, Kaur’s feed slowly evolves toward more professional, increasingly polished, 
glamorous, and cohesive aesthetic portraiture. It becomes focused on the cultivation 
of her branding as a poet and public persona. 

Others have sought to re-appropriate the tendencies of social media toward self- 
branding and the commercial into an opportunity for iconoclasm and 
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activism—particularly around the rejection of normativity. For example, mining the 
faultline between commercial fashion and feminist body politics is Arvida Byström. 
Originally from Stockholm, she cultivated a large fanbase on Instagram with her 
photographic investigations of gender norms and body acceptance, usually oscillating 
between selfies and still lives.62 Like Collins, Byström embraces a girlish aesthetic but 
one much more oriented toward a progressive vision of inclusiveness, particularly 
around sex positivity and body awareness (Figure 6.10). Obsessed with peach creases, 
lace, cherries, and all things pink, Byström is overtly critical of the idea that a body- 
positive revolution can ultimately happen on the Internet: 

I’m going to be all anti-capitalist and say: it is very hard to achieve body 
acceptance in a society built on the idea of selling more products faster and faster. 
There is a problem with companies buying into the body acceptance because they 
only do it as long as it’s sellable. It’s good for the general public to see more 
diverse bodies though, but I just wish this wouldn’t have to come with the idea 
about having to buy something.63  

Within this uneasy relation to consumer culture, Byström plays with its parlance, 
curating images that are highly concentrated responses to hypercapitalist culture and 
constructed normativity. While embodying that normativity to great extent, she also 
flaunts her body hair, and elements of herself that would be otherwise hidden or re-
touched out of the fashion image: dark roots, cellulite, and chest pimples. In her 
Instagram page, these images are intermittently paired with cheerfully colored sex toys, 
peaches fitted with lacy panties, and a tidal wave of powdery pinks, purples and neon. 

Giving evidence of the presence of an ongoing conversation around the body, 

Figure 6.9 Rupi Kaur, @rupikaur_,  https://www.instagram.com/rupikaur_/?hl=en, March 24, 
2015. Accessed April 1, 2020. Screenshot by author, published under fair use.  
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representation, and its connectedness to contemporary art discourse, these young 
female selfie-takers are signaling to each other and collaborating both online and in 
more conventional artistic venues. For example, Byström has had an ongoing colla-
boration with Molly Soda, whose Instagram page, @bloatedandalone4evr1993, is 
aesthetically distinct from both Byström’s. Soda’s embraces a more self-consciously 
sad sack and sometimes grotesque approach, while still tackling issues of body ac-
ceptance.64 Soda’s feed combines mostly unflattering selfies with short videos of her 
dancing alone in her apartment, pictures of her body hair, dental plaque and the 
general goings on of her not-so-camera-ready everyday life (Figure 6.11). One post, 
revealing a direct engagement with art discourse, displays a page from Chris Kraus’s 
1997 novel I Love Dick, which references performance artist Hannah Wilke (whose 
work famously engaged the body) as well as Cindy Sherman. Soda’s art has been 
shown alongside Byström’s in the 2018 exhibition Virtual Normality: Women Net 
Artists 2.0, the first museum exhibition in the German speaking region “devoted to 
the female gaze in the age of digital stagings of identity.”65 Among the other artists 
included were LaTurbo Avedon, Nakeya Brown, Juno Calypso, Izumi Miyazaki, 
Signe Pierce, Refrakt, Nicole Ruggiero, Stephanie Sarley, and Leah Schrager. Soda 
and Byström also co-edited a volume of images banned from Instagram, called Pics, 
Or It Didn’t Happen, published in 2017 and with a foreword by Kraus.66 The 

Figure 6.10 Arvida Byström, @arvidabystrom,  https://www.instagram.com/arvidabystrom/? 
hl=en, June 2017. Accessed April 1, 2020. Screenshot by author, published under 
fair use.  
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hardbound volume published by Prestel is a compendium of censored images, which, 
when aggregated, speak to how banal aspects of the body become taboo or abject 
through the community guidelines of the social media platform. 

Byström’s earlier performative video collaboration with artist Maja Malou Lyse, 
Selfie Stick Aerobics (2015), shown at the Tate Modern in London & Moderna 
Museet in Stockholm, satirically engages with the way women who take selfies are 
perceived. Lyse describes herself as “a sex-critical artist” with like-minded concerns 
around body-positivity as is evidenced in her Instagram feed.67 Both playing into 
stereotypes and cheekily sending them up, Lyse and Byström appear in tight, bubble- 
gum pink track suits, sporting ponytails and pink makeup. Embracing cheesy, digital 
aesthetics and the exercise video, they provide what they call “high-energy self- 
admiration.” Against a rosy simulated gym space, a perky selfie-stick instructor 
(Lyse) keeps the beat and demonstrates a series of rhythmic selfie gestures, narrating 
simple instructions in a cheerful voice. Soothing, upbeat electronica plays in the 
background. The instructor’s assistant (played by Byström) repeats the moves, with a 
series of pleasant and encouraging looks to the camera while sporting a prominent 
camel toe. Digital simulations of lipstick, thongs, lollipops, hoop earrings, navel 
jewelry, hair brushes, press-on nails, Diva Cups, and pink selfie-sticks float about, 
rotating among sparkles in a horizonless pink space. The video culminates in a 

Figure 6.11 Molly Soda, @bloatedandalone4evr1993,  https://www.instagram.com/bloatedan 
dalone4evr1993/?hl=en, January 2017. Accessed April 1, 2020. Screenshot by 
author, published under fair use.  
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hypnotic, repeated mantra: “I am beautiful, and everyone around me is beautiful.” It 
is a perfect combination of mortifying and sardonic, in its performance of a tragic 
girly pink conformity. It gleefully breaks viewers with its relentless cheer. 

Speaking on the art video, Lyse commented on the selfie as connected to the in-
tervention into a presumed male gaze: 

We [Lyse and Byström] view selfies as an effective medium for self-expression and 
a tool for resisting the male-dominated media culture,” Lyse said, “by reclaiming 
the feminine identity and female body—taking ownership of our own images 
instead of subjecting themselves [sic] to the male gaze. In this sense, a selfie can be 
a radical act of political empowerment.68  

The notion of whether change is possible from within mainstream media culture—or 
from within a social media platform—can certainly be contested, but their inter-
vention indicates self-awareness of what is at stake in their work. But by under-
standing these kinds of interventions as records of intentional self-imaging, of choices 
self-consciously made, the “selfie” can be understood as an extension of a long his-
tory of women mobilizing their own self-images in the service of creating space for 
themselves in the world. This is evidenced in Byström’s wish, expressed on the oc-
casion of the Virtual Normality exhibition: “May our lives finally become ac-
knowledged as real and even written into art history.”69 

That space of possibility is provisional, to be sure, and requires continual re-
invention. This kind of work suggests those possibilities of how the “everyday” 
performance of the self can grapple with advanced capitalism and negotiate a space 
within commodity culture, using its tools and detritus. While the works of these 
women may eventually be absorbed into a commodity logic, or merely ridiculed and 
rejected as “low” culture or in other ways rejected as a narcissistic display, in fact 
these concerns are consistent with the concerns of artists across time, whose works 
have combined the use of technological mediums, with self-imaging strategies. These 
strategies are about much more than simply performing for simple praise or adula-
tion, or in an attempt to disclose an authentic self. These selfies issue from an image- 
saturated media environment of unprecedented proportions, with which these crea-
tive practitioners are continually grappling. All of these creative practitioners works 
move swiftly across contexts, some even traversing the barriers between so-called 
“high” and “low” spheres of culture. In new ways, these works speak to long and 
ongoing conversations around the vernacular image, and the selfie as an expressive 
form made in awareness of context, and with purpose. 
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